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Introduction

Heart failure
• HF is not a single entity limited to the heart itself, but is
in fact a complex syndrome involving whole body
systems.

Introduction

Cognitive (dys)function
• Cognition: superior cortical function involving multiple brain
processes that allows an individual to perceive information,
learn and remember specific knowledge and use them for
problem solving and plan actions in the challenges of daily life.
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Introduction

Cognitive (dys)function
• Mild cognitive impairment (MCI):
- A recent change in cognition in 1 or more
cognitive domains;
- Abnormal for the patient’s age and educational level;
- Ability to remain functionally independent and not
demented.

Cognitive impairment in HF patients has
reported prevalence rates of 25% - 80%
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Cognitive impairment in HF
Pathophysiology

Cognitive impairment in HF
The exact mechanism and causal relationships remain unclear
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Depression:
• ~30% of HF patients
• Poor outcomes
Potentially treatable form of
cognitive decline

• Dissecting the contribution of HF from concomitant vascular risk and disease is
challenging but is essential for future studies that wish to describe the cognitive
component of HF;
• (Mild) Cognitive impairment often underdiagnosed in patients with HF.
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Impact of cognitive impairment in HF

Decreased quality of life
Worse adherence to therapy
Affect the ability to manage disease, recognise symptoms, make appropriate
choices
Loss of functional independence
Hospital readmissions
Death

Assessment and documentation of cognitive impairment seemed to be
important to improve patient care.
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Impact of cognitive impairment in HF
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Our experience
• There is no screening tool recommended for assessing cognitive deficit in patients
with HF.

• Screening instrument for mild cognitive
dysfunction (Sensitivity = 90%);
•

~ 10 to 15 minutes;

• Maximum possible score : 30;
• +1 point if < 12 years of education;
• > 26 – normal.
Cognitive screening does not replace a global
clinical assessment or neuropsychological tests
but gives important indicators of early changes
in brain functioning

Our experience

• Patients admitted for new-onset or chronic decompensate HF (index-admission),
who gave written informed consent to be included in a post-discharge HFprogram (by protocol).
• Cognitive function was assessed at hospital discharge and at 12 + 3
months during follow-up, using the validated Portuguese version of the
Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA).
• Exclusion criteria: Language barriers (inability to speak and / or
understand Portuguese); visual and auditory deficits; previously
diagnosed neurological or psychiatric disease.
• Chronic anxiety / depression were evaluated using Hospital Anxiety
and Depression Scale (HADS), validated Portuguese version, at
discharge and during follow-up period.

Our experience
• 43 Patients included (mean age 67+11.3 years, 68.9% men).

• 85% - left ventricle ejection fraction <40%
• 95% - NYHA functional class I-II
• 40% first hospitalization due to HF

Our experience
• 43 Patients included (mean age 67+11.3 years, 68.9% men).

Mild cognitive impairment:
48.9%

Mainly affected cognitive domains:
- Visuospatial / executive
- Language
- Delayed recall

Our experience
• 43 Patients included (mean age 67+11.3 years, 68.9% men).

Better MoCA performance:
- Men (p=0.026);
- Patients medicated with ACE inhibitors/ARB;
prior to index-hospitalization (p=0.009).

Anxiety and depression were not associated with
cognitive impairment

Our experience
Better MoCA performance:

• Greater ability to deal with their
disease status (assessed by the Kansas
City Cardiomyopathy Questionnaire) (p=0.038).
During follow-up:
• No significant difference in the
MoCA score;
• ↓ Naming ability (p=0.031).
• Rehospitalization: 31%
• Mortality: 2.3%

The presence of cognitive
impairment predicted the occurrence
of rehospitalization/mortality
(p=0.026)

Our experience

• Anxiety and / or depression were associated with a more symptomatic state (p=0.023,
r= -0.377 and p=0.002, r= -0.49) and overall poor quality of life (p=0.005, r= -0.459 and
p=0.0001, r= -0.591), evaluated by Kansas City Cardiomyopathy Questionnaire.
• There was no improvement in anxiety or depression scores during follow-up.
• An HADS>11 for depression was a predictor of rehospitalization for HF (p=0.048); anxiety
was not associated with events during follow-up.

Conclusions

• Mild

cognitive

impairment

is

common

and

underdiagnosed in patients with HF.
• Mild cognitive impairment correlates with quality of
life, hospital readmission and mortality rates.
• In our population:
• Mild cognitive impairment associated with a
reduced capacity to deal with their HF condition;
• Mild

cognitive

impairment

rehospitalization and/or mortality.

predicted

Conclusions

• There is no recommended screening tool.
• Global cognitive assessment tools (eg. MoCA) are useful
to identify patients who are prone to poorer health
outcomes.
• Tighter follow-up;
• Further neurologic diagnostic investigation.
• Assessment and documentation of cognitive impairment
seemed to be important to improve patient care.
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